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nba 2k9 will feature a number of new online features. players will be able to show off their best work by allowing the community to watch replays of their game. additionally, players will be able to create their own tournament with friends or even a community of players. the
online community will also be able to watch how other players adapt to new teammates and adjust to new rosters. you'll be able to keep your current roster and even exchange players on the fly. you'll also be able to customize your training camp with customized training
camps for different player positions. the game will also feature a new training camp segment called "training camp challenges." here, you'll have the opportunity to compete in practice sessions with other nba 2k9 players and receive different ratings for the different challenges.
nba 2k9 will also include a new retro player, which will allow players to play through the game with a number of different teams and rosters. this will be an amazing way to play through the game's history. jax - i know there are a lot of good games out there but i'm hoping that
nba live 08/09 will be the most accurate basketball simulation there is. i had a chance to play nba live 07 with a friend of mine at his place and i was thoroughly impressed with how accurate it was. i will be downloading and playing nba live 08 and trying to find the bug report
that said the score was off by 2 or 3 points when i was playing it. i'm hoping to find it and give it some props. it's obvious that ea wants to set itself apart from 2k by making the game look better. the character models are a tad more realistic than 2k's. everything in the game
looks like it actually plays and reacts. if you look at a player and the ball, it seems like the player is actually in motion. the character models do not look like they're just standing there but actually reacting to each other as if they're real players. this is great for authenticity but
it's also great for gameplay.
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i'm really excited for nba 2k9. i'm a big fan of the nba 2k series and the game looks really good. i like the idea of having stats for each player and for each team. i like the idea of having the possibility to create a player to use in a team in a game. it's really cool to have. live did
a great job with their game but i feel that it's not as enjoyable to play as nba 2k series. i like to play basketball games that i can play against my friends. if i could have my basketball game in a basketball game like nba 2k series i would really like to play that game. it's really

cool. right now i think 2k live is a better game then live is a better game then 2k. i like the players and the rosters but i think i would rather play a 2k game over a live game if you asked me to choose between the two. i think the game is going to be amazing when it comes out
but the roster is going to be better in 2k. in live, the player and team always change. in 2k the rosters stay the same. i think 2k will have a much better roster lineup than live. even in live you can buy players to upgrade them. i wouldn't say that live is a bad game, it just isn't as
good as 2k. defensively, the game has also gotten a lot of attention this time around. to start, the new defensive ai will dynamically adjust based on the strength of your team. if you have a weak defensive team, you'll see lots of in-your-face defensive plays, and if you have a
strong defensive team, you'll see more zone defense. these adjustments aren't made until you're in game, however, so you'll still have to try to teach your players to play good defense, which means taking advantage of your strengths and playing good man defense against

your opponents' weaknesses. 5ec8ef588b
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